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It’s been a busy month in social media…
Have you been keeping up? The Vamp Debrief
has the latest features, trends and updates you
need to know as we head into July.
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Reels ads
have arrived
Reels ads were made available in all regions
earlier this month, providing an exciting
amplification option for branded content.
Reels ads will be displayed in full-screen
format, and will be shown in between
individual Reels. They will loop, be up to 30
seconds and identified by a ‘sponsored’ tag
below the name of the advertiser’s account.
People can comment, like, view, save and share.
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Gen Z swap make
up for skincare
41% of Gen Z now put skincare as their top
beauty category, prioritising it over makeup.
They also spend more on skincare than previous
generations - that’s according to a recent study
by Klarna.
This is reflected in social, with brands like The
Ordinary and Cerave both experiencing viral
moments on TikTok and the rise of the popular
‘skinfluencer’.
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Branded Content
gets a refresh
Creators can tag up to two brands as a paid
partner, providing potential for crosspromotional campaigns.
Creators can also request approval from brand
partners upfront in their settings, rather than just
being available within the posting flow. And finally,
brands have access to more insights with Branded
Content Reels and IG lives.
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Ronaldo’s
influence
In the same month Visual Capitalist named
Cristiano Ronaldo the most followed person on
Instagram and Facebook, he was seen flexing
some of that influence at a press conference.
When he replaced two bottles of Coca-Cola
for a bottle of water, in front of the world’s
media, it cost the brand a drop in share price of
$5.2 billion. IKEA wasted no time temporarily
chasing their water bottle name to ‘Cristiano’.
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Sound stops
the scroll
73% of Kantar survey respondents said they
would "stop and look" at ads on TikTok with
audio, significantly higher than the rate on any
other platform. Meanwhile 88% of TikTok users
said that sound is essential to the experience.
At Vamp we understand its major role in
building brand awareness and work with an
independent producer on branded sounds.
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Instagram ‘fan
club’ in testing
Instagram is experimenting with a new Stories
option called 'fan club' stories. It would enable
users to post exclusive Stories that can only be
viewed by members of a fan club or approved
group. Users would not be able to take
screenshots of these exclusive Stories posts.
With the rise of Only Fans and Patreon, the
move towards gating content for monetisation
is gaining momentum.
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Clubhouse’s
first wedding
Natasha Grano and Michael Graziano made
history on the Clubhouse app earlier this month,
becoming the first couple to get married on the
platform. 27,000 listeners tuned in to the twohour ceremony.
Throughout the ceremony, guests were regularly
instructed to ‘push to refresh’ to see the couple's
profile photos updating, allowing guests to see
snapshots of the wedding day.
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Convenience
is king
Convenience remains the key driver of
purchases, according to a new report from
Facebook. 66% say it’s the reason they’ll choose
one retailer and reject another.
The report notes: "In Hong Kong, fuss-free
checkout is a basic requirement. 1 in 3 will
abandon their carts if checkout involves too
many steps, while another 1 in 3 expect the
payment authentication process to be fast and
require no action from them."
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Test your
budget
Vamp has launched a new tool that allows
marketers to discover what content and
results they can get for their budget.
Simply enter your budget and desired audience
into the free-to-use quote tool and see an
estimated outcome. Including results for reach,
cost per engagement and impressions.
Access it here.

Update your
social content
• Experience our platform in one minute here
• Request a 30 minute demo here
• Sign up and get started here
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